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ABSTRACT 
Let A, B, U EC”‘“, A = diag( a j), B = diag( bj), U unitary, 
D = det( A + UBU”) , ‘o= fi (aj+bo(j,), 0 E S,, 
j=l 
De Oliveira’s conjecture “D is a convex combination of the z,‘s” is shown to be true 
if all the 2,‘s are collinear. The question of representing (U(“‘)[’ (U(“” is the mth 
compound of U) as a convex combination of the IPd”‘)(,s is also studied. Here 1.1 and 
(.I2 are understood elementwise, and P, denotes the permutation matrix with rows 
corresponding to 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A, B,UE~J=“~“, A = diag( a j), B = diag( bj), U = ( ujk) unitary, 
P, = the permutation matrix with rows corresponding to u E S,, U(“‘) = 
( u$’ ‘) = the mth compound of V. We consider the determinant 
D=D(A,B,U)=det(A+UBUH)=det(AU+UB)detUH. 
Motivated by [5], de Oliveira [7] conjectured that D(A, B, U) can be 
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expressed as a convex combination of the points 
za= ii Caj+ bo(j))p UES,. 
j=l 
Let us call the 2,‘s the a-points of A, B. 
PROBLEM 1. Do there exist real numbers t,, u E S,, such that 
o<t,,<1, 0) 
c &=l, (2) 
0 E S” 
D(A, B,U) = c t,z,? (3) 
0 E s, 
This problem is generally open, but the answer has been shown to be yes 
in the following special cases: 
(i) n < 3 [ll; 
(ii) all but possibly one of the a j’s or of the bj’s are equal [4]; 
(iii) all the aj’s and the hi’s are real [5]; 
(iv) all the a j’s ( bj’s) are real and nonnegative, and all the bj’s (a j’s) are 
pure imaginary [8]; 
(v) n = 4 and all th e 2,‘s are on the same line not containing 0 [2]; 
(vi) the absolute values of all the aj’s and b,‘s are equal [3]. 
An attempt to solve Problem 1 by straightforward computation leads to 
PROBLEM 2. Do there exist real numbers t,, u E S,, satisfying (1) and 
(2) such that 
for any m = 1,. . . , n? 
Here I-1 and 1.1’ are understood elementwise. In fact, only t, > 0 is 
actually required of the 3’s in this problem, since (1) and (2) then follow by 
the unitarity of U(“). 
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Problem 2 is also open. Note that A and B do not appear in this problem. 
Problems 1 and 2 become much easier if we drop the condition (1). We will 
solve these new problems by constructing the to’s explicitly. As a conse- 
quence, we will see that the answer of the original Problem 1 is yes if all the 
z,‘s are collinear. Thus we will generalize (v). 
2. PROBLEM 1 
Problem 1 without (1) is solved in 
THEOREM 1. The complex numbers t, = u, and the real numbers t, = 
Re u,, where 
n 
u, = sgn u n ujO(jj det UH, (JESn, 
j=l 
satisfy (2), (3). 
Proof. 
~~~=~sgno~~~~~~)detU~=detUdetU~=detUU~=detZ=l, 
m * j 
CReu, = Rexu, = Rel= 1, 
(I 0 
D(A,R,U)=det(AU+UZ3)detUH=det[(aj+b,)uj,]detUH 
= xsgnan(aj+ b,(j,)uj,(j,detUH 
(I i 
= ~sgnu~Uj,(j)detuHn(aj + b,,(j)) = Cu,z,. (5) 
i 0 
On the other hand, 
D = det(A + UBUH)H = det(AH+ UBHUH) 
=det(xU+UB)detUH=xu,Z,, 
(I 
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which implies D = E,,U,z,. Summing this and (5) yields D = &(Re u,)z,. m 
Denote 
A=A(A,B)= {D(A,B,U)jUisunitary}, 
ReA= {ReDI...}, ImA= {ImD]...}. 
According to [5], min A = min, z,, 
are real. We generalize this in 
maxA=max,z, if all the ai’s and bj’s 
THEOREM 2. 
minReA = min Rez,, maxReA = max Rez,, 
0 fl 
minImA= minImz,, maxim A = max Im z,. 
0 0 
We prove only min Re A = min, Re z,,; the remaining inequalities can be 
shown similarly. Our proof is a modification of the proofs in [5] and 
[4, Theorem 41. Let V be unitary, such that 
ReD(A, B,V) =minReA, (6) 
and denote 
B, = VBVH, C=A+B,, d=detC=D(A,B,V). (7) 
First, assuming that 
det C f 0, (8) 
we show that 
B,C = CB,. (9) 
Assume that (9) is not valid; then F = ( j$) = B,C- ’ - C- ‘B, # 0. Let S = 
( sj,.) be skew-Hermitian, E E R, ]E] sufficiently small, and denote 
d(~) = D(A, B,exp(eS)V), t=trSF. 
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As in [5, 41, we obtain 
d(~) = d + Edt + 0(e2), 
and therefore 
Red(s)=Red+.s(RedRet-ImdImt)+0(e2). 
Now 
t = T ?sjkfkj = ?<I (‘jkfkj - ‘jkfik) + C’jjfij’ 
j 
Ret = cc (Re s$Re( fkj - f;.k) - h SjkIm( fkj + fik)) - CIm Sjj Imfij, 
j<k j 
Ilrrt=CC(ReSjkIm(fkj-fik)+ImSjkRe(fkj+fjk))+CImSjjRef;j. 
j<k j 
If 
RedRet#ImdImt, (10) 
then Red(E) < Red by a suitable choice of E, contradicting (6). Unless for 
some jO, k, (j, # k,) 
fjk + 0 - {j,k} = {jotko) and f;o,k,,=*fk,,j, (11) 
or 
fik + o =a j=k=j,, (12) 
we can obviously find S such that (10) holds. Thus we have shown (9) under 
the assumptions (8) not (ll), not (12). The end of the proof is then 
completely similar to [5]. As in [5], we must first assume that 
all the a j ‘s are distinct. (13) 
If one or more of the assumptions (8), not (11) not (12), (13) are not satisfied, 
we can use perturbation and continuity. 
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Theorems 1 and 2 immediately imply 
COROLLARY. The answer to Problem 1 is positive if all the 2,‘s are real 
(or pure imaginary ). 
Now we can generalize (v). 
THEOREM 3. The answer to Problem 1 is positive if all the z,‘s are 
collinear. 
Proof. Assuming the Z,‘S collinear, A = A(A, B) lies by Theorem 1 on a 
line and, in fact, is a closed line segment because of its compactness and 
connectedness. If the endpoints of A are nonzero, they are u-points [4], and, 
since any point of this segment is a convex combination of the endpoints, the 
theorem follows. If an endpoint of A is zero, then all the 2,‘s lie on a radius 
starting from zero; let this radius be { .z ]arg z = $}. The u-points of A’ = 
Aexp( - i+/n), B’= Bexp( - i+/n) are Z: = .z,exp( - i+) = ]z”] and there- 
fore real. Since 0 is the left endpoint of A( A’, B’), then .zL = 0 for some CT by 
the Corollary. But now this u has also z, = 0; therefore 0 is a u-point of also 
A, B and we can continue as above. n 
3. PROBLEM 2 
Next we solve Problem 2 without (1). 
THEOREM 4. The complex numbers t, = u. and the real numbers t, = 
Re U, satisfy (4). 
Proof. 
g-j;ectb 
Let N= {l,..., n}, J= {j, ,..., 
_ n, }, 1 < j; -=c . . . < i_,p, 
j,,,}, I G-j, < . . . < j,,, 6 72, J1= 
<n, such that _I= N \], and let E, be 
in Iw ” with the jth element 1 if j E J, and 0 if j E j For u E S,, 
let a, denote the restriction a, : J -+u(J):u,(j)=u(j), and define sgnu,= 
exp_lca_rd{(r,s)lu(r)>u(s), r<s, r,sEJ}. For K={k,,...,k,,}, we 
define K etc. similarly. Moreover, let T,~ E S, be defined by 
dh> = by l=l,...,m, 
7Jj;)=gI, I=1 ,..,, n-m. 
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Finally, let U,K be the submatrix of U containing all the ujk’s with j E 1, 
k E K, and let us define the generalized Kronecker delta 6(J, K) to be 1 if 
J=K,OifJ#K.Then 
sgn 0 = sgn rJK sgn al sgn af 04) 
(see e.g. [6, p. 4, Theorem 1.1.4]), and 
det U,, = sgn r,K det U$f det U (15) 
(see e.g. [6, p. 25, Theorem 1.5.31). 
Now let 
(1 ~,...J,), P= ,“, , i 1 
be the set S = { Z c N (card Z = m }, ordered lexicographically. Fix 1 = Zj, 
K = I, E S. The matrix Q = (qjk) = Cou,lZ’,Jm)l has 
qjk = Cu,S(l, a( K)) = C u, = C sgnalYtu,O(l,detUH, 
(I o.a(J)=K 0,0(J) = K I 
which, by (14), equals 
c sgn ~JK sgn aJ I-I %,(I) wq n Us,, det UH 
0,0(I) = K ISI ZEj 
= sgn r,K 
i 
c sgn a, l-I %/(z, 
o,,o,(l)=K IEJ )( 
c _ sgna$$+,,i det UH. 
oj, o,i(l) = K 
But 
c sgn ar l-I %)(Z) = det u,, , 
q,o,(J)=K ISI 
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which implies, using (15) and sgn T,~ = sgn TIE, 
qjk = sgn r,K det u,, det Ui, det U” 
= sgn r,K det U,K sgn rjk det UfJ det Udet U H 
= det U,, det U& = u(.“‘) u!“‘) = Jk lk #‘l”; 
be., 
1 u,lP;n’)l = Iu’““12. (16) 
0 E s, 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we can show that (16) with U, replaced by 
Re U, holds, too. 
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